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IMPF ANNUAL REPORT 2021
IMPF was created as a forum so that all kinds of global concerns, issues, problems, and ideas
could be addressed by our members and the wider indie community. By hearing from each other
and working together we can find solutions and ways forward. We are an active Board, with a lean
set-up and we are able to move fast to assist with anything that may benefit from the leverage that
the international indie community working together can bring. IMPF is based in Brussels, the home
of the European Institutions. And with our members located everywhere, we can quickly act on
policy and key legislation that affects our writers and companies anywhere.
It’s impossible to launch an Annual Report, albeit one from this past year, without acknowledging
the horrendous circumstance that our colleagues and friends are experiencing in Ukraine. We
condemn in the strongest possible terms the act of war that Russia is forcing on the European
continent and the invasion of our neighbouring democratic and sovereign country of Ukraine. IMPF
Statement here.

Introduction from the Board of Directors of IMPF
While 2021 was another difficult Covid year, the challenges facing independent publishers across
the globe went beyond the pandemic. In a year when our membership flew past the 100 milestone,
IMPF continued its high-level advocacy on a number of critical issues including copyright, Brexit
hurdles for musicians, inclusion and equality, and the digital music ecosystem. We have been a
regular participant in the creative sector’s informal coalition of rightsholders in Brussels lobbying
on the Copyright Directive implementation, Digital Services Act, and Covid recovery more broadly.
In 2021, IMPF consolidated and furthered its working relationships with a number of other industry
bodies. With IMPEL, we inked a new Charter of Co-operation, setting guiding principles for our joint
business, and launched the Digital Licensing Handbook in July. With the Ivors Academy, we worked
on buy-outs and streaming. Through a partnership with KeychangeEU, we continued to work
towards establishing gender balance on the Boards, committees and activities of IMPF. Internally,
we also established an Ethics policy, a CMO Publisher Governance Group and an Admin Group to
work on data and formats.
We also launched a “Friends and Supporters”’ category for companies who wish to have an open
and transparent relationship with the global indie music publishing community. LyricFind,
Musixmatch and Pex were the first to join, with more waiting as you read this update (see
information re Friends and Supporters here).
As an early backer of the Credits Due campaign in September, IMPF pledged to actively promote
the Björn Ulvaeus led initiative to ensure that complete and accurate song metadata is attached
to all recordings at the point of creation. We were subsequently invited to join WIPO for Creators.
We continued to work with CISAC to improve cue sheet harmonisation and publisher/CMO relations
more broadly; and had an ongoing active outreach with publishers and trade associations around
the world on copyright and licensing issues. IMPF also played a key role, alongside CISAC, in the

20-year battle to make music publishers members of ZAiKS – to see that confirmed this year was
a fantastic result.
We have regular liaison with other organisations including IMPALA, ECSA, The MLC and WIN. We
were invited to join the WIPO Standing Committee on Copyright and Related Rights, and the EUIPO
Observatory and we continue to participate in the European Music Council Think Tank and the
TRADE Civil Society Dialogue at EU level.
The IMPF events calendar was jam-packed in 2021, as we hosted several highly popular and wellattended webinars and online meetings. These included a session covering The State Of Music
Publishing Post Covid-19 in January; an audience with CISAC’s CEO in May; dialogues with
Musixmatch and LyricFind in October; and a Games Revenue Meeting with the Swedish
Games Federation in November.

IMPF’s own General Assembly was a particularly special one with a prestigious panel of speakers
including Nigel Elderton, Helienne Lindvall, Golnar Khosrowshahi, Larry Mestel and Merck
Mercuriadis. (Image above).
At the end of 2021, we launched our second global study on the value of independent music
publishing. If you haven’t already, you can read IMPF’s Independent Music Publishing Global
Market View 2021 here.
We ended the year with the extremely exciting news that our application for EU funding to enhance
and grow our network of independent music publishers was successful. This is a game changer for
IMPF, and the added financing received as a result will allow us to provide a full programme of
activities over the next three years that will benefit indie music publishers in Europe and beyond.

Organisational Development and Governance
IMPF is very fortunate to have had a strong Board and terrific consultancy team who have worked
consistently to achieve so much on copyright, membership, business and development over the
past year. The current Board has not been able to meet in person since its election in 2020, and
we are sad to see Ian James and David Alexander retiring from the Board without having had the
opportunity to see each other face to face. We want to take this opportunity to thank both Ian and
David for serving us so well and contributing to the growth of the Forum over these recent difficult
years. IMPF secured 18 new members in 2021 (see list below) expanding the global footprint of
the Forum and cementing the independent music publishing community around the world.

EU Grant to empower independent European publishers in
the new music ecosystem
IMPF is delighted that our application to the Creative Europe Programme was accepted. The
proposal was submitted in summer 2021 and was a culmination of
intense work to secure the grant agreement. This project will further
support IMPF independent publisher members across Europe, as well as
benefitting independent music publishers more widely around the world.
Work commenced on March 1, 2022, and will continue for a duration of
36 months. Called ‘Network for Capacity Building for Independent Music
Publishers Project’ it aims to enhance the knowledge and ability of our
members to deal with necessary digital transitions, and innovative music
publishing processes on both administrative and creative fronts while
nurturing new talent amongst writers, composers and music
professionals. The project will provide networking events and development grants; monitor usage
of European works via data collection; and work towards greater transparency in rights distribution
and metadata harmonisation and quality. It will highlight the ongoing advocacy of IMPF, addressing

copyright disadvantages facing publishers, writers and composers, and the buyouts and fair
remuneration issues that affect us all.
The project will also look to build our publishers and writers’ ability to act on an international level,
in Europe and beyond, expanding reach to other territories and fostering the creation of the next
generation of music publishers. It will also help our members make full use of the new technologies
available today. The Network Project includes three main networking events (one per year), 12
capacity building webinars and 45 music publisher development grants throughout the project
lifespan. We expect all of our European publisher member companies, their affiliates, and the wider
independent music publishing ecosystem to benefit.

IMPF President Annette Barrett said:
“This is a tremendously exciting time for IMPF and its members. This financial backing from the
EU will enable us to do a great deal more for our members, giving them even greater tools,
expertise, resources and opportunities, allowing them to compete at the next level in the modern
music business. The primary focus of this project is naturally our European members but, thanks
to the nature of our united, collaborative community, the indirect benefits will be felt by all of our
members across the world.”

Good practices and good governance
IMPF Code of Conduct & Ethics
IMPF has formulated and agreed a Code of Conduct for our business and political dealings across
the Forum. The Code sets standards that IMPF Board members agree to adhere to in the
performance of their duties. Members of any committee or subcommittee that have been
delegated powers by the Board are also bound by this Code.
IMPF and Keychange
IMPF signed up to the Keychange initiative, making a commitment to gender equality and
empowering minority genders in its work. Keychange is an
international gender equality campaign that invests in emerging
talent while encouraging festivals, conferences and a growing
range of music organisations and institutions to include at least
50%

women

and

under-represented

genders

in

their

programming, staffing and beyond. IMPF pledges to achieve
equity in gender balance, where we can, on Boards, committees,
working groups and panels. As a Forum, we are fully politically
committed to the aspirations and initiatives of Keychange.

Policy and Advocacy
All IMPF actions in this field are listed on the website here and the policies of IMPF can be found
here.
A robust copyright framework is essential for the survival of the music ecosystem. But copyright is
constantly either under threat or revision in most
jurisdictions. Without the active voices of our
community, this can result in a dilution of rights for
creators. IMPF ensures that independent music
publishers are heard by all lawmakers. Publishers
and collective management organisations are also
devising new ways to provide reliable and
affordable access to copyright information.
In recent years, the music publishing industry has been affected by dramatic changes: digitally
delivered music has moved consumers away from ownership to cheaper alternate ways to access
music, with a corresponding reduction in revenue for writers, artists, labels and publishing
companies. IMPF continues to campaign for the recognition of creators (writers/composers) as the
foundation upon which the entire music industry is built, and as such, seeks to increase digital
remuneration from DSPs. These long-term goals provide the backdrop to the wider ambition of
ensuring that lyricists, composers and the publishing sector as a whole are rewarded fairly for their
work.
IMPF has an active advocacy programme in
Brussels meeting and liaising with the European
Parliament, the European Council, the European
Commission and the coalition of rightsholders in
Brussels.

IMPF is an associate member of CISAC (International Confederation of Societies of Authors and
Composers) and ICMP (International Confederation of Music Publishers), and works closely with
the CMO members of CISAC at national level. IMPF also works with IMPALA, ECSA and GESAC on
European affairs. IMPF has a memorandum of understanding with AIMP (Association of
Independent Music Publishers), a charter of cooperation with IMPEL, the licensing hub for

independent music publishers, and a strategic alliance with The Ivors Academy to strengthen ties
between music creators and publishers. IMPF also liaises at international level with CIAM
(International Council of Music Creators) in this regard. IMPF is a member of WIPO for Creators and
the WIPO Standing Committee on Copyright and Related Rights. IMPF is a stakeholder to the
European Observatory on Infringements of Intellectual Property Rights of the European Union
Intellectual Property Office and is also a member of the Pro Music international coalition, which
promotes the myriad of different ways people can enjoy music safely and legitimately online.
IMPF offers direct support to its members at national level when it can. In 2021, IMPF had an
outreach with Music Publishers Canada on copyright and licensing issues. IMPF also worked
extensively with the Ukraine, Croatia, and South Africa.
IMPF Global Market View; indie publishers’ licensing power
IMPF launched its second Independent Publishing Market
View in December 2021 dissecting the value of the
independent music publishing industry, as well as the
sector’s influence on the modern music ecosystem and the
continuing impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. The report
also looks at independent publishers’ relationship to digital
music and, more specifically, their value when it comes to
the licensing of music streaming services.

Institutional Alliances and Collaborations
WIPO World Intellectual Property Organisation
IMPF was invited to join the Advisory Board of WIPO for Creators. Launched by WIPO (World
Intellectual Property Organization) and the Music Rights Awareness Foundation, WIPO for Creators
aims to raise awareness and increase knowledge of creators’ rights and related management
practices, ensuring recognition and fair reward for all creators regardless of geographical, cultural,
or economic conditions. IMPF was also invited to join the Standing Committee for Copyright and
Related Rights at WIPO (SCCR).
EUIPO Observatory on Infringements of Intellectual Property Rights
IMPF participated as a stakeholder to the first plenary meeting – post Covid – of the EUIPO
Observatory on Infringements of Intellectual Property Rights. The Observatory is a network of
experts and specialist stakeholders including IMPF.

The annual meeting was held in late

September, and IMPF joined representatives from the EU Member States, the European Parliament

and various services of the European Commission, as well as from the private sector, civil society
and other international organisations.

Strategic outreach to partner organisations
Consolidated alliance with IMPEL
IMPEL Collective Management (IMPEL) and IMPF worked together during this past year to share
experiences and best practices in the digital music marketplace. Out of that work, we developed
a set of 10 beliefs and principles to afford
independent publishers and songwriters their
rightful

place

within

the

digital

music

ecosystem, and to be fairly and properly
compensated for their unique contribution to
the modern music business.

The next step was the creation of a Digital Licensing
Handbook, which was sent out to members in July.
The Handbook is exclusive to IMPF and IMPEL
members. Written by Jane Dyball, former CEO of the
MPA UK, MCPS and IMPEL, and a highly experienced
negotiator of digital licences from her previous role
with Warner Chappell Music, the handbook seeks to
demystify digital licensing and impart knowledge to
help members with their own licensing activities.
Ongoing liaison with AIMP
IMPF and AIMP have a sister relationship via an established MoU whereby we aim to work together
on issues arising in our common territories. Our collective organisations monitor worldwide deals
that may affect our business as independent publishers.

The Ivors, WIPO and Credits Due Campaign
IMPF was an early supporter of Credits Due and pledged to actively promote the initiative among

its

global

membership

of

some

100+

independent music publishers. Credits Due is a
campaign led by Abba’s Björn Ulvaeus, The Ivors
Academy of Music Creators and The Music Rights
Awareness Foundation.

It aims to bring the

music industry together to ensure that complete
and accurate song metadata is attached to all
recordings at the point of creation.

IMPF President Annette Barret said
“IMPF is very pleased to be an early supporter of this initiative, affording us an additional
opportunity to work towards better metadata and increased recognition at the point of
creation for all those associated with the song.”

Ivors Academy CEO Graham Davies said
“It’s great to have the support of IMPF, which works with so many well respected and
successful independent, international publishers. The widespread adoption of the Credits Due
pledge will move us further towards creating fair recognition and remuneration across the
music industry.”
We also consolidated our relationship with The Ivors and ECSA addressing buyouts and fair
renumeration. IMPF works with both organisations, in particular with The Ivors with whom we
have an MoU, on various issues we have in common as independent music publishers,
songwriters and composers.
Working with CISAC
IMPF works actively with CISAC, with whom we have an associate membership to improve publisher
and CMO relations, best practice and direct advocacy. Additionally, IMPF and CISAC liaise on Cross
Industry Tools and ISWC Strategy, ISWC Allocation Service and ISWC Resolution Service and cue
sheets. In April, IMPF hosted two interactive seminars with CISAC including a presentation from
the Director General Gadi Oron on the CISAC Global Collections Report. IMPF also worked closely
with CISAC, CMOs and music publishers in Greece, Poland and Ukraine on ensuring favourable
bills in the Ukrainian Parliament; continuing to advocate for publishers on Boards; and promoting
established CISAC member CMOs in Greece.

After 20 years of legal and political challenges, we are proud to say that publishers are finally
members of the Polish Society of Authors and Composers, ZAiKS. Publishers now have two seats
on the ZAiKS Board and one seat on the Revision/Advisory Committee, with observer status until
the next General Assembly. IMPF, alongside our publisher members in Poland, and CISAC played
a vital role in getting to this important milestone. We congratulate Paulina Golba, Anna Lakowska
and Andreas Schubert in particular for all their work.
Regular liaison with IMPALA
We have been exploring ways to work more closely together on various matters, particularly given
the overlap we have between our various members and the common stand we can take on matters
affecting the broader independent music community globally.
Outreach with The MLC

In March, members were invited to join a session by The MLC covering progress on
different aspects of The MLC’s operations including policy updates and an overview of the
royalty distribution process. Indi Chawla, Head of International Relations, and Maurice
Russell, Head of Rights Management, gave a progress update on The MLC and addressed
questions on policy, royalty distribution, and unmatched royalties processes.

Membership
We reached a milestone of 100 members in October 2021 with additional members joining since
then bringing the total membership up to 106.
Here is the list of new companies that joined IMPF membership in 2021.
Company

Country

Big Machine Music Publishing

USA

Dancing Bear Publishing

Croatia

Evolution Media

Asia/China

Fonico

USA

Guesstimate Publishing

Germany

HOODOOH

Italy

IDM Music

Croatia

LMG Group

Dominican Republic

MOZGI Group

Ukraine

Native Tongue Music Publishing

Australia

PopArabia

UAE

Reach Music Publishing

USA

Regard Music

USA

Seed Point Music

Greece

Silk Road Communications

India

Tin Drum Music

Serbia

Victoria Music

Italy

Wonderlous

USA

All of the current IMPF member companies are listed at the end of this report and on the IMPF
website here.

IMPF members named on Billboard’s 2021 International Power Players list
IMPF President Annette Barrett was named on Billboard’s
2021 International Power Players list alongside a number of
high-profile IMPF members. Barrett was recognised by
Billboard as co-founder of the IMPF and having been named
as both President and Chair of the Board in 2020. She was
also listed for her work as MD and Global Strategic Liaison for
Reservoir.

Barrett was joined on the list by two other IMPF Board members: Ichi Asatsuma and David
Alexander.
FujiPacific Music’s Chairman Ichi Asatsuma was described by
Billboard as “a major figure in the Japanese music industry for
over five decades”.

Asatsuma has been Chairman of

FujiPacific Music since 2005 and was Chairman of Japan’s
Music Publishers Association from 2004 to 2010.

Billboard pointed to David Alexander’s position at the helm of
Sheer Publishing Africa as the company’s founder and
Managing Director. It noted Downtown’s acquisition of the
company in 2020.

Billboard also posthumously honoured Mushroom Music Publishing’s Michael Gudinski as its
International Power Players Executive of the Year.
Other key executives at IMPF member companies named on the list included: Hussain “Spek”
Yoosuf (Founder/President, PopArabia; Executive VP International and Emerging Markets,
Reservoir Media); Laura Bedikian (Senior Creative Manager, Downtown Music Publishing); Charles
Braud (Head of Sync, France, Downtown Music Publishing); Dean Francis (GM, Downtown
Neighbouring Rights); Benjamin Budde (President, Budde Music); Mandy Aubry (Director of
Business Development, Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific, Songtrust); Lara Baker
Director of Business Development, UK and Ireland, Songtrust); André de Raaff (CEO, CTM
Entertainment); Nando Luaces (founder/CEO, Altafonte Music Publishing).

Annette Barrett said: “It's great to see a strong contingent of independent publishers and IMPF
members recognised here for the work they do all over the world. It shows how important and
impactful the independent contribution is to the wider music publishing market and the music
business in general.”

Friends and Supporters of IMPF
IMPF launched a new ‘Friends and Supporters’ category for companies wishing to work with
independent music publishers – with LyricFind and
Musixmatch the first to join, followed by PEX. The
“Friends and Supporters of IMPF” category is aimed
at commercial companies who wish to have an
open and transparent relationship with the
independent

music

publishing

community

worldwide, and whose mission is aligned with that
of IMPF. See information on the programme and
what it means here.

Online Webinars & Meetings
IMPF held several highly popular online events and also participated as speakers to other events
during 2021.
IMPF/AIMP The State of Music Publishing
This event was introduced by Annette Barrett (Reservoir Media) and Teri Nelson Carpenter (CEO,
Reel Muzik Werks) and moderated by Emmanuel Legrand, editor of the Creative Industries
Newsletter. A fantastic panel of speakers included Ender Atis (COO, Budde Music Publishing),
Michael Lau (Round Hill Music Publishing and new President of AIMP
NYC Chapter), Michelle Lewis (co-founder, Songwriters of North
America and award-winning songwriter), and Mary Jo Mennella (CEO
and founder of Music Asset Management). The group joined to
discuss present and future realities and opportunities in the sector.
Eurosonic
IMPF participated to a panel on "Making the music value chain fair" hosted by ECSA at the 2021
edition of Eurosonic Noorderslag (ESNS) in Groningen (The Netherlands). The discussion about a
fair music value chain became more urgent than ever due to COVID-19 and the closure of live
venues, bars and restaurants. As online platforms are increasingly the main avenues to listen to
music, how does this new situation affect revenues streams? How can all stakeholders in the music
value chain benefit in a fair way? Moderated by Aafke Romeijn (from BAM! Popauteurs) and with
panellists ECSA board member and songwriter: Arrien Molema; Label representative: Helen Smith,
Impala; Music manager: Annabella Coldrick, MMF and Ger Hatton on behalf of IMPF.
IMPF General Assembly: The music publishing sector; as busy as ever despite the Covid pandemic?
This session saw five keynote speakers and thought leaders in their field address issues that were
impacting the music publishing business internationally. Larry Mestel (founder and CEO of Primary
Wave), Golnar Khosrowshahi (founder and CEO of Reservoir Media), Merck Mercuriadis (founder
and CEO of Hipgnosis), Nigel Elderton (Chairman for PRS for Music), and Helienne Lindvall
(songwriter and Board Director at The Ivors Academy) discussed the
music industry post-Brexit and the UK Government inquiry into the
economics of streaming; the trading of music publishing catalogues;
and global market opportunities for music publishers. The event was
moderated by Emmanuel Legrand of the Creative Industries
Newsletter.

CISAC ISWC & Tools:
This interactive presentation and discussion held in April included a
presentation overview of CISAC’s Cross Industry Tools, designed and
developed with input from IMPF publishers, and was followed by a
discussion of how these tools can be adopted and promoted by IMPF
members. There was also a brief report on all topics on the Society
Publisher Forum agenda, and a discussion on how IMPF members
can become more involved. CISAC later provided a detailed presentation on the ISWC Allocation
Service and the ISWC Resolution Service and how IMPF members may access these. The
presentation was followed by a discussion with CISAC on ISWC Strategy and a Q&A session.
AIMP Global Music Summit:
The Association of Independent Music Publishers (AIMP) hosted its fourth Global Music Publishing
Summit, a three-day virtual event full of keynotes, panels and creative forums for the independent
music publishing community. Two powerhouse panels brought together the heads of prominent
publishing and music rights organisations in the U.S. and abroad. The ‘U.S. Alliance’ panel included
David Israelite (President and CEO, NMPA), Mitch Glazer (Chairman and CEO, RIAA) Dr. Richard
James Burgess (CEO, A2IM), Bart Herbison (Executive Director of NSAI), Teri Nelson Carpenter
(AIMP LA Chapter President and CEO, Reel Muzik Werks), and moderator Portia Sabin (President,
Music Biz). The ‘International Alliance’ panel included Margaret McGuffin (CEO, Music Publishers
Canada), Annette Barrett (President/Chair of the Board, IMPF), Will Kreth (EIDR/DDEX), and
Michael Lau (AIMP NY Chapter President and CEO, Imachew Music), moderated by Ger Hatton of
Counsel to IMPF.
Digital Licensing Handbook:
IMPEL and IMPF created a Digital Licensing Handbook exclusive to IMPF and IMPEL members.
Written by Jane Dyball, former CEO of the MPA UK, MCPS and IMPEL,
and a highly experienced negotiator of digital licences from her
previous role with Warner Chappell Music, the handbook seeks to
demystify digital licensing and impart knowledge to help members
with their own licensing activities. An online meeting was held in July
where leading music industry journalist Emmanuel Legrand was in
conversation with Dyball, together with Francesca Trainini of Oyez! Michael Closter of Reach Music
Publishing and IMPEL CEO Sarah Williams.

Dialogues with Musixmatch and LyricFind:
Under the auspices of our new Friends and Supporters programme, we held two online one to one
meetings with Musixmatch and LyricFind.

Emmanuel Legrand chaired the discussions and

members had the chance to engage directly with both companies.
Mining Games for more Revenues:
During the Covid pandemic, video games provided a much-needed, participative form of
entertainment and a window into parallel universes, with sales of
consoles and software soaring to new heights. And the soundtrack
was good too, thanks to all the music played while playing. With the
advent of the metaverse, video games are about to experience a new
revolution. We asked the following questions: Where does music fit
into this brave new world? How can rightsholders extract more
revenues from this growing market beyond syncs or blanket licenses? What kind of partnerships
can be formed with video game publishers and platforms? Members heard from a distinguished
group of experts including Patrick Cloherty (Sentric Music Group Head of Sync for Europe), Per
Strömbäck (spokesperson, Swedish Games Industry), and representatives from Stage11, Ubisoft
Music and Activision in conversation with Emmanuel Legrand.
Artificial Intelligence – Maximising its efficiencies:
Artificial Intelligence and machine learning are changing the music industry in many ways: they can
influence the way music is composed; provide new tools for rights management organisations to
help improve data; create new streams of revenues, by breaking
songs into stems, for example, and they are central to the algorithms
behind music streaming services, among other things. This session
looked at the impact AI will have on the music publishing sector, with
input from AI specialists, rights management experts and innovators
from around the world. Speakers included Jessica Powell,
founder/CEO, Audioshake (USA); Bruno Guez, founder/CEO Revelator (Israel); Barry Scannell,
Director of Legal Affairs & Regulatory Compliance, and AI and Music specialist, IMRO (Ireland).
Other Events
IMPF participated to the Midem Talent Exporter 2021 and Midem Africa with David Alexander of
Sheer Publishing Africa and John Fishlock of Active Music Publishing. IMPF also attended the
various annual and regular meetings of the EUIPO Observatory and WIPO.

Communications
Throughout the year we featured members as Company of the Month throughout the year
including:

Company

Country

All Stars Music

Turkey

CCS Rights Management

Canada

Dancing Bear Publishing

Croatia

GL Music

Denmark

Metatron

Italy

Mushroom Music Publishing

Australia

Music Asset Management

USA

OMSA

Argentina

Pen Music Group

USA

Red Brick Songs

Canada

Sentric Music Group

UK

Strictly Confidential Music

Belgium

22D Music Group

France

During 2021, IMPF issued eight newsletters and four Member Updates, as well as other direct
mailings detailing IMPF’s regular activities.

The IMPF newsletter throws a Spotlight on publisher members from around the world including:
Company

Name

Country

Alondra Music

Patricia Varas

Spain

Halit Music

Halit Uman

France

Pearl Note Music

Angela Rose

USA

PopArabia

Spek

UAE

Regard Music

Sean O’Malley

USA

The Bank

Ben & Jakob

Sweden

If you would like to feature in our upcoming newsletters, contact secretariat@impforum.org
We maintain an active presence on social media through Twitter and LinkedIn and regularly publish
news updates the IMPF website.
On Twitter we have grown from 150 followers to over 700
followers in the past two years. During the same period,
we have tweeted 4,469 times.

On LinkedIn, we grew from 48 connections to 302
connections, and from 54 followers to 387 followers. We can share your tweets and posts when
you use the #impf_member.
During 2021 we added additional content to the IMPF website including:
Members Gallery – Member are welcome to send in team photos to secretariat@impforum.org
Events Gallery – We look forward to adding more content here from our upcoming live events.
Advocacy – A complete overview of IMPF’s advocacy work to date.
Friends and Supporters of IMPF – Detailed information about the Friends and Supporters category.
We will continue to add further relevant content during 2022 including details on
the Network for Capacity Building of European Independent Music Publishers
Project.

IMPF press releases featured across various media during the past year; our articles and
statements were picked up by international outlets - you can see all IMPF news here and a selection
of news articles are listed below:
January 2021
Annette Barrett (IMPF): ‘Platforms need to recognise the true value of songs
March 2021
IMPF panel explores the state of the music assets market and ponders the future of music
publishing
IMPF signs Keychange pledge
April 2021
IMPF members named on Billboard’s 2021 International Power Players list
May 2021
IMPF and IMPEL announce ‘charter of co-operation’ – set out ten priorities
July 2021
LyricFind and Musixmatch named as first ‘Friends and Supporters of IMPF’
IMPF and IMPEL launch Digital Licensing Handbook for members
September 2021
Polish collecting society to allow music publishers to become members
IMPF backs Credits Due campaign
November 2021
Copyright groups criticise EU Council’s ‘general approach’ to Digital Services Act
December 2021
Independent publishers say that re-slicing the digital pie is the “defining issue” of the moment
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IMPF has over one hundred publishing company members worldwide representing thousands
of people working in the independent music publishing community globally.

ABKCO Music & Records

Fonico

Playground Music Publishing

Active Music Publishing

Freecut Music

PopArabia

Akin Publishing

Freibank Musikverlags

Reach Music Publishing

All Stars Music

Fujipacific Music

Red Brick Songs

Alondra Music

Gazell Music

Reel Muzik Werks

Altafonte Music Publishing

GL Music

Regard Music

Angry Mob Music

Globe Art Publishing

Reservoir Media

Aporia Records

GMI Rights Management

Rocking Gorillas Music

Atlas Music Publishing

Golba Music

Rossio Music

Beggars Music

Guesstimate Publishing

Rudi Schedler Musikverlag

Big Machine Music Publishing

Halit Music

Schubert Music Europe

Big Pop Studios

HOODOOH

Seed Point Music

Bloc Notes Publishing

IDM Music

Sentric Music Group

Broma 16

K9 Music Publishing

Sheer Publishing Africa

Bucks Music Group

Kassner Associated Publishers

Silk Road Communications

Budde Music Publishing

LMG Group

Smilodon Publishing

Café Concerto

Lusitanian Music

SMV Schacht Musikverlage

CCS Rights Management

Mattie Music Group

Strengholt Music Publishing

Cloud 9

Median Muzik Edisyon

Strictly Confidential Music Publishing

Cosmos Music Publishing

Melodie der Welt

Sugarmusic

Crunchy Tunes

Metatron Group

Talit Muzic Publishing

CTM Publishing

Misty Music

Target Tunes

Dancing Bear Publishing

Mozgi Group

The Bank

Doite Media

Mushroom Music Publishing

Third Side Music In

Domino Publishing

Music Asset Management

Tin Drum Music

Downtown Music Services

Musica Global

Tj Musicservice

Ediciones Musicales Clipper's

Music Market

Tro Editions Essex

Edition Björlund

Musou Music Group

22D Music Group

Edition Intro Meisel

Nanada Music

Unlimited Music Brazil

Editions Liechti & Cie

Native Tongue Music Publishing

Velvetica Music

Edizioni Curci

Nordic Music Society

Victoria Music

Elements Music

OMSA

Wintrup Musikverlag

El Pedrosillo

Oud Production

Wixen Music Publishing

Evolution Media

Oyez!

Wonderlous

Expected Ones Music

Pearl Note Music

Fermata Do Brasil

PEN Music Group

http://www.impforum.org/ https://twitter.com/IMPForum https://www.linkedin.com/in/impforum/

